Academic Senate Flex Workshop Discussion
4/15/19 meeting (first read) and 4/29/19 meeting (second read)
The members of the Local Planning Group (LPG) are actively working to listen to
and address faculty feedback, suggestions, and concerns about the existing flex
and focused flex workshop process. LPG members recognize that each campus
in our district has different processes for flex workshops.
LPG members ask the Academic Senate to discuss and consider recommending
the following solutions to LPG. Policies for faculty professional development
activities are #8 of the Academic Senate 10 + 1 academic and professional
matters.
Concern: The form we have to submit at the end of the year is redundant
(because we register online) and is not required by UF contract.
Proposed Solution: Beginning fall 2019, flex workshops and registrations will
go through a new software system that will digitize the flex reporting and
streamline the process. Sabrina Kwist, Dean of Equity and Inclusion, will be
sharing information and updates about this new software system with the
Academic Senate. Contract section 10.4.6 reads: Faculty must submit a
completed Flex agreement each year.
Concern: It is difficult to have focused flex in the middle of flex week just before
opening day, when my department needs to be running content specific
workshops, supporting adjunct faculty with discipline specific workshops, or
working on assessment, and when classified professionals are extremely busy
serving students.
Proposed Solution: LPG can move focused flex to the first day flex week,
starting in spring 2020 semester. LPG will monitor feedback to see if faculty and
classified professionals prefer having focused flex on the first day of optional flex.
Concerns: The rule about not scheduling any other flex activity during focused
flex is inconvenient. Is focused flex aligned with the contract? Faculty should be
able to attend and schedule other flex during that time if they so choose.
Proposed Solution: For spring 2020 and fall 2020, LPG can try a combination of
moving focused flex to the first day of flex, and soliciting a variety of flex
proposals aligned with the focused flex theme for the afternoon focused flex
sessions. If faculty like this option, LPG could determine a theme for the morning
portion of the next focused flex at the first LPG meeting of each semester, and
include this theme in a call for related flex proposals for the afternoon. LPG will
monitor feedback to see if faculty and classified professionals prefer these
changes. LPG will report back to the Academic Senate in spring 2020 and/or fall
2020 with a summary of feedback about the flex changes.
Contract language related to flex is attached on the next pages
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Relevant Excerpts from UF Contract 2017-2020

Continued with Appendix A on next pages …
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